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USPA NEWS - I think the debate is WHY is Florida State not the number 1 seed? Up to this point I don´t think they have gotten it right
and believe the Committee is a joke and needs to take some notes from the pro teams on the playoffs. 

After watching this college season and hopping that things will work itself out, so that the football college selection committee would
get it right. Up to this point I don´t think they have gotten it right and believe the Committee is a joke and needs to take some notes
from the pro teams on the playoffs.

Florida State is the National Defending Champions, and are undefeated. Because they have won all there games, there being
punished for the way that they have won and their strength of schedule. Everyone seems to think just because they haven´t been
winning in exploding fashion that there not deserving of that number 1 seed. The fact of the matter is that they are winning and it
should be looked at as just that. 

The only way the strength of schedule should come in to play, is when we have a tie and as far as not blowing teams out that shouldn´t
be a factor at all. The committee as well as other sports commentators believe the debate is between Ohio state, TCU and Baylor. I
beg the differ and think the debate is WHY is Florida State not the number 1 seed?
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